
Many market analysis reports show that previously low demand in the global housing market will soon bottom out by the end of this 
year as housing prices gradually stabilize and rebound, which is expected to indirectly drive the demand for peripheral furniture parts, and 
Haining Jinjie Metal Co., Ltd., specialized in the manufacture of a wide range of furniture parts, makes it one of the best and quickest ways 
for buyers around the world to get high quality furniture parts and complete after-sales service.

Advanced Processing Equipment & Quick Delivery
Haining Jinjie mainly produces deep hole hexagonal furniture screws, euro screws, JCBC screws, shelf supports, L&Z type Allen 

keys, connecting bolts, etc. Its factory is located in Haining City of Jiaxing (China) in the Yangtze River Delta Economic Zone, and is 
surrounded by Shanghai, Hangzhou, Ningbo and other major cities, with excellent geographical location and convenient transportation. 
It is very convenient for customers to visit its factory or export its products. In addition, in order to quickly respond to different needs of 
global buyers, Haining Jinjie has introduced 50 sets of advanced processing equipment into its 3,000 sq. m factory, including 10 sets of 1-die 
2-blow heading machines, 2 sets of 2-die 4-blow heading machines, and 7 sets of 3-die 3-blow heading machines manufactured by Taiwan-
headquartered Jern Yao Machinery. Its current monthly production capacity has reached an average of 12-15 containers, or 300 metric tons, 
which can quickly meet the product needs of customers around the world.

“With excellent product quality, competitive prices and well-recognized service, we have been receiving high reputation in Germany, 
Poland, Italy, Russia, Ukraine, Romania, USA and other countries for many years. We are looking forward to building stable and sustainable 
partnerships with more friends from around the world,” said General Manager Jacky Zhao.

Bestselling New Products,
Continuous Eye-catching Sales in 
Europe

In addition to the stable supply of existing products, 
Haining Jinjie has recently developed two new furniture 
screws with specifications of 6m x 50mm and 7mm x 
50mm, which have received positive feedback from many 
users and buyers in the market. Especially in its main export destination, Europe, the export percentage is as high as 40%.

“Furniture screws are a very important part of our product portfolio. With the use of high quality processing equipment from Taiwan 
and our export experience accumulated over the years, we are able to provide good and professional service to our customers,” said Zhao.

Haining Jinjie has obtained the ISO 9000 quality management and ISO 14000 environmental system certification. Its perfect 
management approach and behavior in the industry is obvious to all. “On the road of export sales, we also hope to expand into new markets 
such as South America in addition to Europe and other key markets. I am always optimistic about the challenges ahead, and I look forward 
to the company’s growth,” said Zhao.
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Excellent Quality & Service 
HAINING JINJIE METAL Furniture 
Components are Sold Worldwide 

品質服務俱佳  
海寧金捷傢俱配件拓銷全球

Haining Jinjie contact: General Manager Jacky Zhao
Email: jacky@gtfixen.com
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